
How to use the tic tac toe language game; First learn your vocabulary from this unit.

Second you must practice and learn the vocabulary to say the location you want to put your mark. 
(Example &skah okhale eht@=ke, (the mark would be in the1st column bottom right row) or @hs^ okhale 
ahs<=n^ (the mark would go in the 3rd column in the right 2nd row etc.

Assign a letter to each player. One player is assigned X and the other player is assigned 0.

Flip a coin to determine which player can place the first mark on the table. Once this is established, 
that player must choose to put the assigned letter, either X or O, into one of the nine boxes created.

Have the second player take a turn. The other player can now put the letter assigned into one of the 
boxes. Play alternates between the two players in this manner until the game is one. No box can con-
tain both an X and an O. Also, once either letter is put in a box, it cannot be removed.v
Align three Xs or Os to win the game. These letters must be able to be connected using a straight 
line. The line can be vertical, horizontal or diagonal. The winner of the first game and each game 
thereafter is provided the benefit of making the first mark on a new Tic Tac Toe board for the next 
game. If all nine boxes contain a letter but there are no three letters in a row, the game is considered 
a tie. The player who won the last game continues to go first until that player is defeated.

**Remember to have fun and make sure your opponent is speaking correctly the Oneida Language in 
order to place their mark on the board.**
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